As result of Federal Targeted program, be year of 2013 a significant volume of data was collected. Such data include earthquake calculations and catalogs, as well as digital waveforms.

There are several sources for waveforms: network of FRC UGS RAS stations (includes both, stationary ones and automatic observation points), and other networks’ data. First challenge was creating system responsible for collection, transfer and processing of such data, as well as mechanisms for integrating it into GS FRS RAS informational field. It will be reviewed in details later in this work.

Yet there were no convenient way to access data, nor was it possible to query it.

As of 2018, informational landscape of GS FRS RAS have changed significantly. A series of software solutions were introduced to ease access to seismic data for users. Such software includes, but not limited to:

- SDBWarden – a helper software, designed to process input files and send data to database.
- SDBReader – database access application that supports querying with variety of parameters. Example of UI observed on Fig. 1.
- RTSM – application for real time seismic monitoring designed for emergency services.
- RQDAutoExtractor – a GUI for REQDEExtractor, that allows scheduled extraction of waveform data.
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